




UP TO 9 LOOP

TCPIP NETWORK
(CAT5 cable)

RS485 LINE
(Shielded, antiflame cable with 2 connectors
for power supply and 2 connectors RS484 for signal)

USB
(Upload download programmazione)

SIGNAL
(Shielded, antiflame cable with 2 connectors
for power supply and 2 connectors RS484 for signal)

WIRELESS
(Radio connection with
870 MHZ Frequence)

NETWORK LOOP
(Cat 5 cable)  

(x) = Maximum Number of connected device.
          The devices can be added tougher ex: (x) + (x)

[x] = Maximum Number of connected device.
          The device cannot be added tougher ex: (x) or (x)   

CLOSE LOOP WITH POWER SUPPLY
(Shielded, antiflame cable with 2 connectors
for signal and power supply)

POWER SUPPLY AND SIGNAL
(Shielded, antiflame cable with 2 connectors
for signal and power supply)

PT LAN

TELEDATA ONE

NETWORK 
LOOP (32)

ONEKD

EXTINGUISHER 
PANEL

ONECLOUD

USB

FDBF100R (1) FBF100R (4)

FDVMM12 [240] FDVMCZ100

SF100 [32] SF400 [32]

FDVMM11S [240]G55500LV  [240]

FDVCP500 [240]

FDMM01S

SF5100 [240]

FDW2W (7)
SF5200 [240]

SF5300 [240]

FDS500  [240]

PDM5411E

FDMMC02 [240]

FDWVMI 100 [32]

FDSLPG100 [32]

WIRELESS
CONNECTION

WIRED CONNECTION

SWF 1000 [32]

FDVMC100 [240]

NSF20 (1)

ASPIRATING
SMOKE DETECTOR

FD5965 [1]

ALLARME
INCENDIO

FD5965 [1]

ALLARME
INCENDIO

SERVER

CLIENT

FDVMIC402 [240]

NSF20 [4] FBF100A (1)

FDVMM12 [240]

FDWCP100 [32]



7. Autoprogramming 

The control panel reads the entire field and 
automatically programs all the devices. Next, the 
diagnostic map displays everything that’s been 
programmed by the control panel. It’s so simple!

AUTOPROGRAMMING

Sensor n. 002 found

Module Input n. 069 found

Module Output n. 069 found

Module Expander n. 218 found

6. Configuration Menu 

Teledata One is also the dream of every 
installer: it is autoadressable, with no need for 
time-wasting dip-switches or conventional 
programming devices.

CONFIGURATION

System

ClockCodeInput/Output

5. Detailed Information 

By touching the icon of the device, 
detailed information will appear about the 
exact percentage of dust, making it easier to plan 
periodic maintenance. Since dusty detectors are 
nno longer able to detect any smoke, you always 
need a complete maintenance tool for the entire 
system at your fingertips.

4. Diagnostic Map

Teledata One displays the status of the system in a single 
glance, thanks to its diagnostic map which provides 
full information: immediately visualizing detectors, input\ouput 
modules and all wireless devices market with a “W”. The level of 
dust and consequent inefficiency of a detector is indicated with 
ddifferent colours.

3. Operator Menu 

Teledata one is a maintenance technician’s 
dream. Traditional fire control panel force you 
tto use conventional mini displays, often poorly 
back-lit, with endless menus, perhaps not even in 
your language, or require you to connect to a pc, 

MantenanceAssistance

Evacuation

Events

Silence

USER

MantenanceAssistance

Evacuation

2. Log In 

Once logged on the system, the 
eend-user, maintenance technician or 
programmer will gain immediate access 
to his own user menu. Only the 4-6 keys 
specially designed for each user will 
appear on the touch screen! Everything 
is quick and easy: mistakes are virtually 
impossible! Finally a fire control panel 
ththat’s easy-to-understand!

INSERT CODE

INSERT CODE

1. End User

For the first time in the fire 
industry, even the end-user can 
interact with a control panel!
End-user can access to their 
own personal screen at any time, 
wwithout a password, allowing 
them to see the events divided by: 
All , Alarms, Faults, Dates, Loop or 
by area. Or simply call assistance 
with a touch!

MAIN

Events

Alarms Faults Exclusion Test

Superior technology and ease of use  make this system truly UNIQUE!



Completely touch screen and  expandable to 9 loops, 
the new fire alarm system is made in Italy"

All languages.

A superior quantity of characters 
and symbols. Up to 111 languages.

LANGUEGE

Custom.

Teledata One is available in:
White, black , or in custom 

painted shades colours
A refined object of refined 
italian design, which can 

aalso feature your trademark, 
since it is completely 

customizable, even with:
White or tri-color 
backlighting LED.

Fully customizable for OEM, 
certificate, logo and color.

Touch Interface. 

It’s made to be touched: the first 
certified fire panel fully touch! 
A totally touch screen panel 

with easy use interface.

Unique Design. 

Its name is One, since it offers all 
the information and 

instructions you need on a 
single touch screen! 

A unique Italian design with 
pprogrammable side led.



Multi protocol.

Multi protocol devices
and detectors.

Extinguish module.

Extinguish
module option.

Expandibility.

Connect up to 128 panels on a network 
loop, to manage massive systems with 
more than 250,000 devices.

Auto addressing.

Auto adressing fuction 
with logical mapping position.

Redundancy.

The only fully redundant control
panel made in Italy! All the 
individual components, from the 
CPU, to the power unit and other 
parts,can be redundant, to 
pprotect people’s lives better, well 
beyond ordinary fire-prevention 
standards.

to propagate the radio signals. 
Multiple Translator Modules can be used on each 
control panel loop and each Translator Module can 
support multiple Expander Modules making it 
possible to configure systems of virtually any size 
and complexity.
WWhere a non-addressable system or a system.with an 
unsupported protocol is present, wireless detection 
devices can still be achieved in specific areas with the 
deployment of one Expander Module.  

When combined with the extensive range of compatible 
industry leading control equipment,Teledata offers the 
most flexible wireless fire solution available today. 
TTranslator Modules are connected onto the control panel 
loop wiring, either on their own to form a fully wireless 
system, or mixed with wired field devices to from a Hybrid 
system. Each of these Translator Modules communica-
tes with up to 128 field devices via a proven wireless 
protocol, processing the messages received from the 
field devices and transmitting information about 
themselves and the devices they support to the 
system’s control equipment. All field devices have a
wireless range of 150m in free air, but where greater 
distances are required the system is supported by a 
range of Expander and Router Modules which help 

Wireless.

Hybrid solution for wired and 
wireless devices.

Safety &  Simplicity
All in one!..  All for you!




